This work proposes PatchNet, an automated tool based on hierarchical deep learning for classifying patches by extracting features from commit messages and code changes. PatchNet contains a deep hierarchical structure that mirrors the hierarchical and sequential structure of a code change, differentiating it from the existing deep learning models on source code. PatchNet provides several options allowing users to select parameters for the training process. The tool has been validated in the context of automatic identification of stable-relevant patches in the Linux kernel and is potentially applicable to automate other software engineering tasks that can be formulated as patch classification problems. A video demonstrating PatchNet is available at https://goo.gl/CZjG6X. The PatchNet implementation is available at https://github.com/hvdthong/PatchNetTool.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Deep learning techniques have recently been used to automate some software engineering tasks such as code clone detection [1] , software traceability link recovery [2] , and bug localization [3] . However, no existing work has investigated the problem of learning a semantic representation of code changes, i.e., patches, for classifying them into predefined classes. Patches are composed of a short text describing a change, the lines removed by the change, and the lines added by the change, and all these pieces need to be considered in a holistic way to produce a good semantic representation. Patch classification is an important problem since many automated software engineering tasks, such as just-in-time defect prediction [4] , tangled change prediction [5] , code reviewer recommendation for a commit [6] , etc. can be mapped to it.
Close to our work on patch classification is the prior work by Tian et al. [7] that proposes an automated patch classification approach integrating LPU (Learning from Positive and Unlabeled Examples) [8] and SVM (Support Vector Machine) to build a classification model. To apply LPU+SVM to patches, Tian et al. manually defined a set of features extracted from patches. However, this manual creation process may overlook features that are helpful to classify patches. The chosen features are also specific to a particular patch classification setting (i.e., bug fixing patch identification), and a new set of features is likely needed for other settings. In this work, we replace this manual feature engineering step by leveraging the power of deep learning. In particular, we construct a model that can extract a good semantic representation capturing a patch's hierarchical and structural properties. This paper presents our tool PatchNet that performs learning on a set of patches. PatchNet performs deep patch classifica-tion in two phases. In the training phase, it takes as input a set of labeled patches to learn a deep learning model. This model is then used in the prediction phase on a set of unlabeled patches to produce scores that estimate how likely the given patches fit the class labels. Specifically, PatchNet aims to automatically learn two embedding vectors, representing a commit message and a set of code changes in a given patch, respectively. The two embedding vectors are then used to compute a prediction score from a given patch estimating how likely the patch is relevant to a particular class.
PatchNet is implemented as a command line tool. In the training phase, the user provides a file of labeled patches and the name of a folder in which to put the trained Patch-Net model. In the prediction phase, the command used to produce the prediction scores also takes two inputs: a file of unlabeled patches and the name of the folder containing the previously trained model. PatchNet also provides several supplementary options to allow users to select hyperparameters for the training process. PatchNet targets binary classification tasks, however, it can also be used for multi-label classification tasks by reducing the problem of multi-label classification to multiple binary classification problems [9] . PatchNet currently only supports patches on C code.
PatchNet has been applied to the task of stable patch identification in the Linux kernel. Specifically, the Linux kernel follows a two-tiered release model in which a mainline version accepts bug fixes and feature enhancements, and a series of stable versions accepts only bug fixes [10] . While the mainline targets users who want to benefit from the latest features, the stable versions target users who value the stability of their kernel. The stable kernel development process requires that all patches be submitted to the mainline, and then propagated by maintainers from there to review for inclusion in stable kernels. The wide variation in rates at which patches are propagated by maintainers to stable kernels across the code base suggest that some bug-fixing patches may be being overlooked. There is thus the potential for an automated, learning-based approach to improve this process. Our evaluation on 82,403 recent Linux patches shows that PatchNet outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline (i.e., LPU+SVM), achieving precision of 0.839 and recall of 0.907. By releasing our tool, we hope to enable others to apply PatchNet to other patch classification tasks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a bird's-eye view of the PatchNet architecture. Section III describes how PatchNet preprocesses the patch data before initiating the learning process. Section IV illustrates how PatchNet can be used in various scenarios. Section V summarizes some experiments with PatchNet. Finally, we conclude in Section VI. Figure 1 shows the overall design of PatchNet. PatchNet accepts as input a set of patches, each of which contains both a commit message and a code change. The output of PatchNet associates each patch with a prediction score reflecting how likely the patch satisfies the criteria of the classification. Our framework includes three main modules: the commit message module, the code change module, and the classification module. The commit message module and the code change module transform the commit message and the code change into embedding vectors e m and e c , respectively. The two embedding vectors are then passed to the classification module, which computes the prediction score. In the rest of this section, we give an overview of each of these modules. Commit message module: The architecture of the commit message module is the same as the one proposed by Kim [11] for sentence classification. This module takes a commit message as input and outputs an embedding vector that represents the most salient features of the message. Specifically, we encode the commit message as a two-dimensional matrix by viewing the message as a sequence of vectors where each vector represents a word appearing in the message. We then apply a convolutional layer followed by a max-pooling operation to obtain the message's salient features. Code change module: Similar to a commit message, a code change can be viewed as a sequence of words. This view, however, overlooks the structure of code changes, as needed to distinguish between changes to different files, changes in different hunks (contiguous sequences of removed and added code), and different kinds of changes (removals or additions). To address this challenge, PatchNet contains a deep hierarchical structure that mirrors the hierarchical and sequential structure of patch code, making it distinctive from the existing deep learning models on source code [12] . For the code changes in a given patch, PatchNet outputs an embedding vector that represents the most salient features of these changes.
II. OVERALL DESIGN
The code change module contains a file module that automatically builds an embedding vector representing the code changes made to a given file in the patch. Figure 2 shows the architecture of the file module. This module takes as input two matrices (denoted by "-" and "+" in Figure 2 ) representing the removed code and added code for the affected file in a patch, respectively. These two matrices are passed to the removed code module and the added code module, respectively, to construct the corresponding embedding vectors by taking into account the structure of the removed or added code.
The input of the removed code module is a three dimensional matrix, indicating the removed code in the affected file of the given patch, denoted by B r ∈ R H×N ×L , where H, N , and L are the number of hunks, the number of removed code lines for each hunk, and the number of words of each removed code line in the affected file, respectively. This module constructs an embedding vector (denoted by e r ) representing the removed code in the affected file. The added code module also takes as input a three dimensional matrix, indicating the added code in the affected file of the given patch. It follows the same architecture as the removed code module to construct an embedding vector (denoted by e a ) representing the added code in the affected file. These changes in the added and removed code are padded or truncated to have the same number of hunks (H), number of lines for each hunk (N ), and number of words in each line (L) for parallelization. Moreover, both modules also share the same vocabulary.
The two embedding vectors are then concatenated to represent the code changes in each affected file, i.e., e f = e r ⊕ e a . The embedding vectors of the code changes at the file level are then concatenated into a single vector representing all the code changes made by the patch. Classification module: The classification module takes as input the commit message embedding vector (e m ) and the code change embedding vector (e c ) (see Figure 1 ). These two vectors are then concatenated to form a single vector representing the patch, i.e., e = e m ⊕ e c . The concatenated vector e is passed to a fully-connected layer and an output layer, which computes a probability score for the patch. If an additional source of information is available, PatchNet can be easily extended by concatenating an additional information vector (denoted by e i ), collected from the data, to the commit message embedding vector and the code change embedding vector (i.e., e = e m ⊕e c ⊕e i ) to form a new vector representing the given patch. Parameter learning: During the training process, PatchNet uses adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [13] to minimize the regularized loss function [14] . PatchNet learns the following parameters: the word embedding matrices for commit messages and code changes, the filter matrices and bias of the convolutional layers, and the weights and bias of the fully connected layer and the output layer.
III. DATA SELECTION AND PREPROCESSING
The user is responsible for selecting commits for training and annotating them according to the chosen classification scheme. For each commit, preprocessing is then applied to the commit message and the code changes. For the commit message, PatchNet applies standard natural language preprocessing techniques, such as stemming and stop word elimination. For the code changes, PatchNet detects the changed lines using diff, and then expands these changes to include the complete innermost enclosing simple statement, if any, or the header of a conditional or loop, if the change occurs in such code. Lines within the changes are annotated as errorchecking code (an if test that checks for failure of a previous operation), error-handling code (code that performs cleanup in case of failure of a previous operation) or normal (for everything else), reflecting one aspect of the semantics of the code. PatchNet keeps the names of called functions that are Fig. 1 . The overall design of PatchNet to classify stable vs. non-stable patches. A sample patch contains both a textual commit message (lines 5-12) and a set of code changes (lines 14-28) that are applied to an affected file. em and ec are embedding vectors collected by the commit message module and code change module, respectively. e is a single vector formed by concatenating these two embedding vectors. Fig. 2 . Architecture of the file module for mapping a file in a given patch to an embedding vector. The input of the module is the removed code and added code of the affected file, denoted by "-" and "+", respectively. not defined in the current file and that occur at least five times in the training dataset. Other identifiers are represented as a generic "identifier" token. Because these preprocessing steps require knowledge of the syntax of the language used by the source code, PatchNet currently only supports C code.
IV. USAGE
In this section, we first describe the use of the preprocessor and then illustrate several usage scenarios for the training and classification process. Moreover, we describe a number of PatchNet's key hyperparameters used during the training process.
A. Preprocessing
The preprocessing step is time consuming for large datasets, and is thus separated from the rest of the training and classification process. The main input to the preprocessing step is a file containing a list of commit identifiers and their labels. The preprocessing step also needs to know the pathname of the git tree containing the commits and a prefix used to construct the names of the various output files. The output is a pair of files, containing the patch data and a dictionary for interpreting the patch data. Only the former needs to be provided to the subsequent training and classification process. A typical command line is: This command instructs PatchNet to train a model using the data training_data.out with the default hyperparameters. In the default setting, the dimension of the embedding vectors, the number of filters, and the number of hidden layers are set to 32, 32, and 10, respectively. The dropout for the training process, the regularization error, and the learning rate are set to 0.5, 1e−5, and 1e−4, respectively. PatchNet automatically creates a new folder with the name patchnet (or empties a folder with that name, if it exists) and saves a learned model, consisting of three files, in the folder. For parallelization, the number of changed files, the number of hunks for each file, the number of lines for each hunk, the number of words of each removed or added code are set to 5, 8, 10, and 120, respectively. In the prediction phase, PatchNet takes the commandline arguments --predict indicating the prediction phase, --data indicating the path of a list of unlabeled patches, and --model indicating the name of the folder containing the model. The following is a sample command to collect a list of prediction scores for a set of unlabeled patches:
python PatchNet.py --predict --data test_data.out --model patchnet
PatchNet has been developed and tested on the Linux platform. However, we believe that PatchNet can be employed Table I highlights the key hyperparameters that control how PatchNet trains its model. The --data_type flag allows the user to choose what information to include from the patches (i.e., commit messages, code changes, or both). The user can also change other hyperparameters of the model such as the dimension of embedding vectors (i.e., "--embedding_dim"), number of filter sizes (i.e., "--filter_sizes"), number of filters (i.e.,"--num_filters"), etc. The following example illustrates how to execute PatchNet with custom settings:
C. Scenario II -Tuning PatchNet's Hyperparameters
python PatchNet.py --train --data data.out --model patchnet --embedding_dim 128 --filter_sizes "1,2" --num_filters 64
V. STABLE PATCH IDENTIFICATION
We have applied PatchNet to the problem of identifying Linux kernel bug-fixing patches that should be backported to previous stable versions. Based on a set of 42,408 stable patches and 39,995 non-stable patches drawn from Linux kernel versions from v3.0 (July 2011) to v4.12 (July 2017), we trained and tested the PatchNet model using its default hyperparameters following 5-fold cross-validation. Considered patches are limited to 100 lines of changed code, following the Linux kernel stable patch guidelines. Non-stable patches in the dataset are chosen to have the same size properties (number of files and number of changes lines) as the stable ones. Table II shows the performance (i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1) on this problem of LPU+SVM [7] and three variants of PatchNet: PatchNet-C, PatchNet-M, and Patch-Net. PatchNet-C uses only code change information while PatchNet-M uses only commit message information. PatchNet uses both commit message and code change information. Accuracy, precision, recall, F1, and AUC for the stable patch identification problem drop by 15-20% if we ignore code changes and 14-17% if we ignore the commit message, showing the interest of a model that incorporates both kinds of information. Table II also shows that PatchNet outperforms the state-of-the-art baseline (i.e., LPU+SVM) for the task of stable patch identification.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present PatchNet, a tool that learns a semantic representation of patches for classification purposes. PatchNet contains a deep hierarchical structure that mirrors the hierarchical and sequential structure of commit code, making it distinctive from the existing deep learning models on source code. We have demonstrated the tool's applicability in identifying stable patches in Linux kernel. We encourage future researchers to benefit from PatchNet by applying it to other tasks that can be mapped to a patch classification problem. PatchNet is open-source and can be run from the command line with simple options.
